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Features
•  Touch Screen - Used for navigation from tire to tire. 

Prior to scanning a tire the user selects which tire they 
are about to scan. The device has a selector for 4 or 6 
tires to allow the users to indicate how many wheels are 
on the vehicle. As the user moves around the vehicle 
measuring the tires they select which tire they are about 
to scan.

•  Camera - The device comes equipped with an 
integrated on-board camera. This camera is used to 
capture the vehicle’s identification through reading the 
license plate and using software recognition (LPR). This 
functionality comes standard with every GrooveGlove™ 
although the use of this functionality is optional and 
does not impact the output if not used.

•  Motion Detection - The GrooveGlove™ has a built 
in sensor that determines the movement of the device 
during scanning. This allows the on-board software to 
determine if the user has lifted the device off the surface 
of the tire. Should this happen the user will be prompted 
audibly and on the screen to rescan.

GrooveGlove™  
Mobile Tire Diagnostic Tool

A laser-powered tire tread depth and alignment measurement 
instrument that fits in the palm of your hand!

#04460

•  Sell more tires and alignment services using 
TreadTracker report

•  Increase employee efficiency and accuracy 
checking the tire tread
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To order or for more information contact your Myers Representative

The TreadTracker Report includes:
•  Vehicle information such as make and model, 

tire size and license plate

• Tire tread condition

•  A recommendation section with tire alignment 
and rotation indicators plus tire cross sections

• Braking distance projections

TREADTRACKER™ Report
The Ultimate Selling Tool
The culmination of the laser scan and measurement is the TreadTracker™ Report. This is your tool to educate the customer 
and build a customer relationship.
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